Forestry Project Supervisor
project diversity, career advancement, flexibility
THE JOB
This exciting career opportunity is based in beautiful Terrace, BC, a fun and family-oriented community,
with many local amenities and access to an abundance out outdoor activities including incredible fishing,
skiing, and hiking, to name a few. This engaging position includes opportunities to work in the Energy and
Forestry fields, the possibility of career advancement, and mentorship from senior management. Much of
our work is local, so if you loving being in the woods, but are tired of camp life or constant travel, this
may be a great fit for you.
AT WESTLAND
Westland Resources has worked throughout Northwest BC on a diversity of natural resource management
projects, including the Energy and Forestry fields for over 15 years. Our services cover the spectrum from
strategic advice through development and permitting and on to operational implementation and postproject supervision. Our clients include First Nations, energy corporations, forest licensees, and all levels of
government.
RESPONSIBLITIES
As Forestry Project Supervisor, you will:
• Lead forest development activities such
as road and harvest system layout,
design and mapping, cruising (coastal
and interior), waste and residue surveys,
and permitting
• Support the preparation and
implementation of plans for forestry
activities, pipeline clearing, and/or
community wildfire protection
• Mentor junior staff
• Build client capacity

QUALIFICATIONS
You are:
• Well-rounded with solid experience in forest road
and cutblock layout (cable and ground systems),
cruising and waste & residue surveys, ideally with 5
or more years’ experience
• Experienced with GPS technology and competent in
RoadEng™, ArcMap™, and Microsoft Office™
applications
• Knowledgeable about - and ideally experienced with
- forestry permit preparation and processes
• Team-oriented self-starter looking for diversity and
career growth
• Quick and adaptive learner that enjoys working in
the woods
• Open and positive with clients and government
agencies
It would be great if you are registered (or eligible to
register) with the Association of BC Forest Professionals.

Westland Resources offers competitive wages and a comprehensive benefits package, including profit
sharing.
Attitude is just as important as experience: we take great pride in the work we do and in contributing to
the success of our clients. We are a SAFE Certified company.
If you’d like to work with us, please email your resumé and cover letter with a summary of qualifications
and experience to WLR@westlandresources.ca.
We thank all persons who apply; however, only those persons selected for an interview will be contacted.
www.westlandresources.ca
Providing practical, professional, and innovative solutions to the natural resource sector since 2003.

